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7.1 INTRODUCTION Objections concerning the difficulty of interpreting al-
timetry over ice are more difficult to rreet, in part becausfe

Using altimeter data for quantitative information about of the paucity of ground truth or imagery coincident with

sea ice is an idea with relatively few proponents. Often the altimetry. In this chapter, we cover some of the research

poor spatial sampling given by the altimeter's single-point into understanding altimeter backscatter over sea ice and

measurements along widely spaced ground tracks and the interpreting altimeter data in terms of parameters such as

difficulty of interpreting altimeter pulse echoes over ice are ice type, concentration, edge location, and wave penetra-

cited as reasons to avoid altimetry. It is becoming evident, tion in the marginal ice zone.

however, that altimetry may be able to make unique mea-
surements. For instance, the altimeter data record reveals 7.2 INSTRUMENT D)E-sc'sio.N

the presence ofsmall areas of open water within the pack at
concentrations too low to be detected by a passive micro- 7.2.1 Instrument Design

wave sensor such as a Special Sensor Microwave/Imager
(SSM/I) and too small to be resolved by satellite synthetic Satellite altimeters have evolved steadily from Skylab,

aperture radai (SAR). which in 1973 demonstrated the concept of altimetry from

At high latitudes the net laid down by a satellite space. Development continued through GEOS-3 in 1975

altimeter's ground track becomes dense, and spatial sam- until the 1978 launch of Seasat, which carried the first

pling (over a period of days) can approach the resolution of altimeter capable of measuring sea surface topography

SSM/I. A satellitr altimeter's along-track resolution of less with an error of only a few centimeters. Precision in range

than a kilometer is better than that of SSM/I, and the or height measurement is obtained through a design that

altimeter's sensitivity in detecting the ice edge is greater. takes advantage of the ocean's near-Gaussian wave height

The low data rate makes it possible to process altimetry in distribution and uniform dielectric characteristics. Over

"near-real time. For these reasons, an ice edge product ice, where surface height distributions and dielectric char-

derived from Geosat altimeter data has been used opera- acteristics vary sharply from place to place, measurements

tionally at the Navy/National Oceanic and Atmospheric of height and backscatter are often misleading. Therefore,

* Administration (NOAA) Joint Ice Center to supplement it is necessary to understand how altimeters are designed

infrared imagery for estimating ice edge position [Hawkins to operate before one interprets altimeter backscatter from

and Lybanon, 19891. sea ice. Altimeters planned for the 1990's will refine rather
than change the Seasat design, upon which the following

Microwave Remote Sensing of Sea Ice description is based. Hereafter, similar altimeters such as
Geophysical Monograph 68©1992 American Geophysical Union Geosat and ERS-1 will be called ERS-l class altimeters.
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increasing circumference, It Is important to note that due distribution I Drinktwtater. 19911J This, signal is! the( Pulse
to irreg-ularities in surface roughiness and slope, the true echo waveformi Firzurke 74-2. The hialf-powecr point t> at
illuminated area at any% timre may. be ir-regular lin shape or delay time t,, which gives the range to melanl Sea lvl
discontinuous.. Over rid-ed sea ice. for inswtance, ani off- Maximum11 power occurs at. the delay timie at which thel
nadir ridge sail may behigh enough to be illuminated at the maximum footprint area is achieved. At latoer delay timres.
same time as the ice near nadir, power drops tiff du(- to the antenna gain pattern. Over the

Altimeters that use beani width-limited geometry emit oci-an. the slope of the le~-diiig edge tor ramp) of the wxaye-
a narrow beam and do, not rely onl pulse-compre~ssion tech- form is inversely proportional to SWI-L and the peak power
niqjues. for accurate range measurements, Footyrint size is related to wind speed. The characteristic sihape of this
depends only on beam width and satellite altitude. This signal only holds for reflecting- surfaces of meter-scale
geometry is not used for satellite altimeters because precise roughness for which specular point scatte ring canl be as-
antenna po~inting capability is a nectssitv and the antenna suimed.
size and gain requiired to generate a narrow beam are large. The digitally sampled -a-ýeform 1,a! a" -lue ,,t 9Ft 'for
However. use of a. beam width-limited altimeter would Sea-sat contiguous time i ntervals. centered. ifthe tracker is
s~mplitfy interpretation ofs:ignals over ice, because footprint operating correctly, on the half-power point. The time
areta remains constant regardlesis of the surface height intervals, or range gates, each correspond to a two-way
distribution lRapley et al., 19831. travel time resolution of 3.125 nanoseconds. which is

iai equivalent to a range resolution of about I meter. (Better

Pulse precision in the range to nadir or height measurement is
Length -s bandtruhaeaing;. The po-wer in the range gates

PL F :

4Half-Power Point.

'E PLF
-r'(ouh -- IAPLF Reiurns From Troughs and Off-Nadir Points

(Smooih

N . Se; -- ~--~-.. ------ *- Returns From t

Time Crests 0
Fig. 7-1. (a) Area illuminated hy a putse hitting the smaooth ocean's Time
surface and (hi the growth 4f the. footprint area with time for
smooith and rough seas'. The P1F is largerfor meter-scale roughness, Fig, 7-2. The niilse echo for pulse-Ijirrtid aitoeniry and a (,ausooia
since the time required for the ouitile to travel from crest to ireoigi surface hieignitdi~strihu~tion. The half-powr point a~t f(,~cirrelplndis

.yri-d rf'ff ti'- pi;! irg-th. Grap~h is not to scale, to the. delay of returns from the mean sea lev-et
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is the result of backscatter flrom range rings within the scribed in Section 7.2.4. and K is a constant dependent on
altimeter footprint ( Figure 7-3). The area covered by each system parameters I Ulander. I 987a 1. The peak backscat-
range ring is equal to that of the PLF ter usually appears in one of the first few range rirgs ft'l sea

ice and is generally assumed to be the backscatter from
Aptlf= ý .rpl jý)ý neHr ( nadir. When altimeter backscatter rneasurenents are

referred to in what follows, it is usually the peak backscat-
ter that is meant.

whererplf is the radius of the PLF,His satellite height above While the PLFcorresponds to that part of the waveform
the surface, and ris compressed pulse length ineglecting, over which the maximum power is reached, the rangge
for simplicity, the Earth's curvature). With this expression window-limited fbotprint corresponds to the area rnapped
for area, it is possible to use the radar equation to arrive at out by the pulse at the end of the time corresponding to the
an expression for the powor received from any range ring last range gate. For Sealat, the dianmter of the range,

window-limited footprint was about 1 0 km. and the angle of

G 2 Ak
2Ltmc r incidence at the last range ring was about 0.31.

Prangc ring =Pt 4l4 7T)2H 3 W e (A2)
7.2.3 Wrzuetbrm Aceraging

where Loti is atmospheric attenuation loss. Using a form In the case ofnoncoherent scattering, the phase relation-
of this equation, backscatter can be retrieved from wave- ships of refurns from all facets or specular points are
form range gate samples. For Geosat, the formula is random. The vector sum of amplitude and phase for

reflections within a range ring is difkerent ftr each range
H ring, which lends noise or fading characteristics to mdi-

0;' .=10logaPi +AGC +K +30logl T -+Lm (3) Z
i=0logP+ 0  atm vidual pulse echoes. Therefore, waveforms are averrged to

reduce fluctuations and to provide a good estinmate ofheigbt
where Piis the power in range ringi expressed incounts, HO (given by the half-power point, and hackscatt .r. L[c•wh
is a reference height, AGC is the attenuator setting (de- wax Jforin must be a statistically independent sample. Thb0

pulse repetition frequency (PRFI necessary to avoid corre-
lation between pulse echoes depends on the surface
"roughness and orbital velocity. Seasat used a PIRF of
1020 Hz. Fifty echoes were averaged, during which I ine,
the satellite nadir track moved about 330 m. For altirni•ry
over the ocean, averaging 50 echoes is a good compromise

Range Rings 1 to n that provides enough samples for an accurate poweTr (e-l i-

- . n = 30 for Seasat mate while not degrading the along-track spatial resz4 uIn ion

of the measurement beyond acceptable bounds. .iven the
typical scale of changes in dynamic sea surface hei-ht. m in
speed, and SWH. When surface characteristic.s arn ch it.'i n,

Last over the integration time (as is often the case over ic-, or
Ring Second Ring when pulse echoes are dominated by one or several -trtin:.•! . Ring .

scatterers, waveforms that result from avera..-n, ; iull •ot
truly represent the surface.

7.2.4 The Adaptiue Trackcr and IP'roc,,os•-ne 1.

_Accurate estimates of height and other paranetcr.s dc
rived from waveforms depend on accurate supvrpo.itron of
pulse echoes for averaging. This. in turn, depends i.n proj. r

.<--2 km.--. timingof the deramping pulse. The rollowing decri pi j,

( Sthe method by which this is achieved is hased on tht S( 3 t t

adaptiv," traýckinfy unit, but Geosat and FRS-l traicke.r, arn
similar in concept. The adaptive trao',_ r i,:. v,'-
through an automatic gain control' \J(.•, loop and t rack lok

S10 km ,.. c(or range and range rate) lo)ps. Th. A\Cc( m~p (. ii'i (4fT hlo
i r • ~tracking system constant ly adjusts Ih 1.', e.., -f" •- ," ,-, ,,:

Range-Window-Limited Footprint Lo achieve l te maxtiml)um srga-o-nors ratio. I 'ow' v i h,
the (averaged w vaveformi ia. computed iwc')rodifT1 I,,

Fig. 7-3. Altimeter footprint range rings (not to scale). Each ring
corresponds to a range gate in the digitally sampled waveform.
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= .s ~~~I , I-to flo', III Io 1i nt bt, top! ini..
InFi'iire 7- 2 vna locnt:

AG11O 2 am 4-titial to hxdf J) p,n -

where i is range gate number, 1 iA the power expre ssed The p 'i~h.icir In h ccul 1..l rn'.* n., ilt d

as a count value) hin each gate, and Se is a scakle ctr. F&g in a nudl. ;'it. NL Y. haicK --- i' iAm-~ t. A A d1w "I

ur -1() n te uainvalue is computed according to Fiwu7 1b 'j1~r tacKi "qlk-. W' "lo un 15, 1.n

A(;C (n + 1)= ACC (n) + a-ýAA(' 151

where A.AGC is the difference between AGAMt and Sqmt' powy p1,11Oin wnM.ln :,udtb Iri tgat. to k1. , p TnOý;

reference, and a is sonme constant tY02tiS for Searat r. iht'e ,l.li i4p, i~ir''.n l- I -

AGIC loop works to keep the average power in the waveform The' tiatkeraW Wp-te %I lif *.tM a df:: ;lt.-
constant. It is updated at a rate of 20 FN (every 50i pulses) the difllererice JAtei p.~. ili ,1 .1. V!:.l i
and the new value is applied to the next 50 pulke echoes. blttormuffth.iai pid. *t 'tI-a t '

Because of the factor a in the reCCursion relat 1011. af adjust- I.t.ailtlat 1, ho : \
ment to the value of A(GC niecessitated by a chanige in 'ansigiant ~a" vith l.- bt 1"ua A-' vw! i tý

backscatter fromt the surface takes place over 0.8 seconds, *f'e Tan;!ý error %r I- used 1" po'-iIa ThI. ?,,
during which time the satellite moves 5.3 krn. While the surface! arld Ix h'elfIrt- ut'h d.'l..' pin he, 1t !il, ' '0 4

parametrAGC is a good estim aturofhackscat ter over the ~ iil,.li~. naidii- - ''ln
ocean, this is not the case over ice, whecre peak power canl
-la~nge an order of magnitude in a muich shorter dis-tanlce.
Therefore, to retrieve high-freruecy variability in back- ~'i ~' '

scatter it is necessary to take into account t h. c(iunt values
in each waveform, along with the AGC value that asthe- where Ais th ran'e'c rpdc~witt~c ~
attenuator setting during the wavefrmn integration time, constant. Nt I, die upilat. inti!. Ai ith hmqk lx' u.p.
In such cases where backscatter is changing, (~uicklv. AGC

(a)

Half Power Painl is the range rate 'limp ommn ln~~i> a and b can im Adju' d
to incrriase the aigiljtv of Ihe tracke r at t he prica t n
creased mUse'. Difb'r.nt desiins for tracking ..cean oan

AGCgate nonocean s;urtfice- have6 been 'xpbir.'d Ncov- ,e iii' i

- 1I981~ Haplev et alI., HW t Mh8 uidr. 1!7c Thva U b ' S 1
1 30 60 altimeter has both an ocean naidc,. which ume" ai Sidwii, =! n

Maximum Likelihood 1K-Iuiinatlr ýSM! L'> tr;.&k'r. eond ain

(b) let'mode.v whebii. apltat traekei ii]k- b Sea
(kosat traickt.r !Griflith,ý et ;I]. . 1 9o-7 V Thi- a(, '' adf 1,i~,k.r

continental ice shelves, lFor s'aice. himovm.0er. d ht isht

backscatter!i vaniatijon,, with in the- filotprint. whk b il~ ro-
duce errors exacerhated by intera. tion h.'tw'','n :li. pr(

AGC gate ('essing loops.

1E M L 60 7,2. 5 Error~s ('ominion Ot w'r /eeI

Mane Gae
Fir-. 7-4. Tfin attimni-ter range %indor' and gate*. a over teocean, Figure 7-5 illustrates hov t be rapid rim an01 d fHiI..t.a ice

Ihe p- ( iiGA(K'1, , ,11r I : "' U.'i he power in the wax-charm. wtivf'torm, ' croiluntinL, i'oie nat.i'lke 'it lot "O I-I, c'. ".Ni.

The half-power poiunt occur at time t. If the Owtrce Is operating and l. Because ofthe steepnessoif th.proirnp 1tuft bhe rapid
correctly. hij Early) E K, middle) Mi, and LIAte LI gate-. In the center fall-off from the peak value in lb.' ret urn wavcfoi'.' in
of the waveformi detenu.n ihe (lx' lp' of the ramp I proportional to Figure 7-5ia 1, the power in MN is not haIf; lie ax-erage pow.'r
SWII . The half-power point .-hoiild be in gate M.



in the waveform. Power within the AGC gate is much less Tracker oscillation cannot be completely elimmated liy
than that within the middle gate. In extreme cases, this retracking if telemetry sunmming errors are present, Fi,-
results in a large negative height error, causing the tracker ure 7-44 b). However, the probabilitV that. ,uch errors exiSt
to shift the range window so that subsequent pulses appear can be estimated b)y cxaniiiing the range rate paraizieter.
later in the range window, Figure 7-5(b). On the next which will peak when the range windoN% i. chang.ng at the
update cycle, the middle gate measures the noise before the greatest rate and the probability of blurring is Iughest
ramp, resulting in a large positive height error. The tracker ILaxon, 19891. The combined elffect of tracker o.-cillation
corrects for this until the peak is in the middle gate again and telemetry summing, when it producea a sudden shift in
when the error repeats. This error, called tracker oscilla- range and blurred or double-peaked wavetirms, is snýŽ
tion. is evident in data that exhibits height excursions. times referred to as height glitch,
Trackeroscillationcansometimes becorrected byretracking When the AGC loop sets the AGC value too low to ijc-
the waveforms. Retracking involves (1) applying an algo- commodate power in the peaked portionofan ice waveforn.
rithm to the waveform record that finds the point on the saturation occurs. Saturation was common in r.Sasat data
waveform that should corresponds to return from the sur- !Wingham and Rapley, 19871. It is often a.-so,4atcd with
face at nadir, and (2) using the position ofthat point relative frequency splatter. Figure 7-6tc,. where pvwtwcr f .m the
to the center of the range window to correct the height saturated gate appears in earlier and later gate:, \,nother
estimate based on the range window. artifact often present in ice data issnaggingor"oil "r'ainging.

The range and range rate loops, like the AGC loop, were This occurs when a bright feature at nadir is lollowed by !he
updated at 20 Hz i every 50 pulses) L-a Geosat and Seasat. tracker as it recedes, until it is sufLfciently far fromn nadir yfor
Pulse echoes acquired with the same loop settings were the true nadir return to once again dominate. Often th~s
averaged to make waveforms. However, waveforms were occurs at a transition from pack to fast ice, or from thin ice
telemetered at 10 Hz, so the telemetered waveform is the to multiyear NMY) ice iLaxon, 19891.
average of two 50-pulse mean waveforms from two Antennaoff-pointingwasaseriousproblemwithGeosat.
tracking loop updates. If the position of the range Occasionally, the off-pointing was severe enough to cause
window is changingrapidly(duetochangingtopographyor loss of lock, a situation where the waveform disappears
tracker oscillation), the resulting telemetered waveform from the range window entirely for a few telemetry frames.
will be a blurred or sometimes double-peaked composite,
Figure 7-6(a). Errors resulting from the incorrect (a) 50o (C)
superposition of waveforms for averaging are termed te-
lemetry summing errors [Rapley et al., 19871. ERS-1 Z 400- 60
telemeters waveforms at the trackerloop update rate (20 Hz), I:
thereby avoiding the problem that appeared in Seasat and -• 400
Geosat data. 200

200
200(a) cc 100

Range Window 0L 0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Range Gates Range Gates

SHeight Glitch Events Retracked Raw
AGCgate Elevation Elevation

(b) -19

E -42-61

uJ -44.68 -J

& -45'38 23 s- -

S~Time
E M L 60

Fig. 7-6. Common errors in altimetry over sea ice. (a) An example
Range Gate of telemetry summing causing double peaking in a Seasat wave-

form over ice [ Ilander, 1987bl. (b) Seasat data showing oscillation
Fig. 7-5. (a) The ramp of a typically peaked waveform from sea ice in the onboard height measurement. Retracking does not. remove
can appear entirely in gate M. (b) This causes the tracker to shift the oscillation due to telemetry summing errors 1Laxon, 1989 I.
the range window earlier in time for the next update cycle. (c) A saturated Seasat waveform IUlander, 1987bl.
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Over the ocean, off-pointing can be identified by the atten- magnetic waves. l),pending on the trequency: uetd, how
dant rise in power in later gates, and a correction can be ever, it is often possible to nlegict partcular scattering
applied. Over sea ice, unpredictable wavelbrm shapes terms and thus simplify the ,.cattering computatoll. For
make this impossible, resulting in altered waveform shapes example, the surlfce will appear rough and reIuht in t he
and unidentifiable errors in height and backscatter mnca- dominance ofdiffuse scattering if the surfaice height \ aria-
surements. The stabilizer used on ERS-l should prevent tions are large compared with the radar '\avehength. '1he
off-pointing from being a serious problem. dependence of'surface roughness upon radar wavelhagth is

Once the altimeter record over ice has been retracked expressed in parameters ko and k, where k = 27:.;. a is the
and edited, the backscatter coefficient for any range gate standard deviation of'surface height, and I is the co rrelat ion
can be found from the wavetorm using Equatiun (3) with the length of surflice roughness. These parameters deternimae
telemetered waveform range gate count values and the the range of validity tbr co,..monly used models. In the
value of the attenuator setting (AGC). However, it is following, we consider surface scattering close to normal
important to remember that the altimeter moves about incidence. Theemphasis is on radar waveltngth.s i ti t h Ku-
0.66 kin between telemetered waveforms (for Geosat and ba..d k.,7 to 2.4 cm). since most radar altimeters u.-ed fur
Seasat). If the statistics of the surface are not stationary geophysical remote sensing operate in this band.
over that distance, the backscatter estimates may be mis-
leading. 7.3.2 Backsc'tter Frorn a Stutionar-. Gaussian Random

Surfiice
7.3 SEA ICE SCA'rrERING MODELS AT Nox(tt.L INCIDENCE

This section concerns backscatter from level and snow.
7.3.1 Introduction to Altimeter Backscatter Models free sea ice. The ice is modeled as a homogeneous medium

with constant dielectric constant. Its surface has small-
The distinguishing characteristics of ice waveforms are scale heightvariations represented by a stationary Gaussian

that they are often narrow-peaked in shape, taper off process. The electromagnetic scattering from such a sur-
quickly with incidence angle, have high backscatter coeffi- face has been studied extensively in the p-rýt, but a general
cients at nadir, and are widely variable. Average annual closed-form solution has not yet been found. A recently
values of Seasat backscatter over Arctic and Antarctic sea developed model for a perfectly conducting I Fung and Pan.
ice ranged from approximately 0 to 45 dB, with a mean 19871 and dielectric [Chen and Fung, 19911 surface has
greater than 20 dB [Laxon, 1989]. In contrast, backscatter promise, bat its range of validity has not yet been deter-
over the ocean has a range of between 8 and 15 d1, mined. High- and low-frequency solutions, however, are
depending on sea state [Chelton andMcCabe,1985]. Onthe readily available and are sufficient for the present discus-
basis of dielectric characteristics alone, one would expect sion.
ocean backscatter to be greater than that for ice, and indeed
for surface measurements of backscatter at nadir this is 7.3.2.1. Specular backscatter from a perfectly smooth
usually the case. The dy-namic range of altimeter measure- surface. A surface is usually considered smooth if it meets
ments over ice cannot be explained by variability in the the Rayleigh criterion. Fo- Kt,-band. a must be less than
dielectric characteristics of ice alone. Since backscatter for abcut 0.3 cm. The scattering pattern for such a surface will
airborne and satellite altimeters is dominated by surface show a large phase-coherent component of backscatter in
rather than volume scattering, the nature of altimeter the specular (nadir) direction and a much smaller diffuse
pulse echoes must be primarily determined by surface component at other incidence angles. If a surface is per-
roughness. Specular or coherent reflection from smooth fectly smooth and planar, scattering is confined to the
surfaces near nadir may produce the peaked component of specular direction, with no diffuse component, and is
waveforms, while diffuse reflection from rough surfaces equivalent to ray reflection. Such a surface will produce
may account for power in later, off-nadir gates. But while true specular reflection if it is perfectly smooth over at least
sea ice or ocean surfaces can in certain circumstances be two Fresnel zones. The edge of each circular Fresnel zone
extremely smooth, the question remains as to whether is defined where the phase ofthe reflected wave has changed
these surfaces are smooth over large enough areas to by 0.5n compared with a reflection from the nadir point.
contribute coherent returns. Models that invoke only The diameter of the first zone is given by
noncoherent (diffuse) reflection, on the other hand, may
have difficulty describing the high backscatter from nadir DF = (2A1/-)1i 2  (9)
and narrow peaked shape often ,Peen over ice.

The physical characteristics of sea ice are quite variable, or about 180 m for an ERS-1 class altimeter. Although
which compounds the modeling problem. Sea ice consists of possible in theory, it is unlikely that the rms height of the
both level and deformed ice of different ages, often with surface is perfectly smooth, or even smooth to within a few
superimposed dry or wet snow layers. Water openings of millimeters, overan areaofseveral hundred square meters.
different sizes and with variable wind conditions are often Itis not convenient to describe true specular reflection in
present. The different layers and interfaces ofthe snow, ice, terms of a backscatter coefficient. However, it is possible to
and water may all contribute to the scattering of electro- derive an effective backscatter coefficient that is dependent
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on the radar system. For example, the backscatter coeffi- -0

cient of an infinitely large dielectric mirror observed by a 1
pulse-limited altimetei is given by [Ulander, 1987a1 55 -PL - 0 00108 rad

H 51 ( a - RAL. f - 138GHz

=R.O)" c (10) 45 OL.F , 001095 rac

.(1 40where R(0) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient R(0) evalu- 4z=4.0j0. 4  a: a = 1 mm

ated at 0'. The subscript indicates that reflection is, of 1 35 b: a=2mm

course, coherent. The theoretical maximum return for an U . b: a= 2mm

ERS-1 class altimeter, then, is about 48 dB, assuming an ice • . e: a=5mm
reflection coefficient of about -11 dB. d 25 4

S20 aa
7.3.2.2. Coherent backscatter from a slightly rough 20

planar surface. When a small rms surface roughness is T 15
0 csuperimposed on a flat, planar reflecting surface, an ex- U ,"0

pvession may be derived for the coherent backscattering
coefficient, ecoh, which accounts for the sphericity of the 5
wavefront and the radar system impulse response [Fung _

and Eom, 19833: 0o o.0 0.2 03 0.4 0-5 36 0o7 06 09

Incidence Angle, deg

SIR r .. 1 Fig. 7-7. Coherent backscatter versus incidence angle ftr space arid
ecoh -- exp-4k 22 +, airborne platforms.

Pplf

Equation (11) assumes a Gaussian beam described by the is 0.1 to 1.0 cm and the height correlation function is
one-sided pulse-limited beam width fl, where Jw= cr(H. exponential or Gaussian with a correlation length I of 2 to
At normal incidence this simplifies to [Ulander and 10cm [Ulander, 19911, For radar wavelengths in the Ku-
Carlstrbm, 19911: band, this ice surface is in the intermediate roughness

range. Note that the correlation length is generally larger
H than the radar wavelength. The Kirchhoff approximation
cT can therefore be used to evaluate the scattering integrals

[Beckmann and Spizzichino. 19631. This approach uses the
Figure 7-7 illustrates the coherent backscatter function diffraction integral for the scattered field and the tangent-

derived using Equation (11) with suitable parameters for plane approximation to compute the surface currents. The
the ERS-1 altimeter and the Rutherford Appleton Labora- latter requires that the average radius of curvature of
tory (RAL) airborne altimeter [Drinkwater, 19871 respec- scattering elements be large compared to the wavelength.
tively. For the satellite case, the fall-offin a•'ohisextremely The rms surface slope must also be less than 0.25 radians
rapid for all surface roughnesses. The maximum backscat- in order to allow computation of an approximate (scalarI
ter values of between 40 and 48 dB occur for slightly rough solution for dielectric surfaces. With these restrictions, the
surfaces typifying new saline ice (i.e., e*=4.0 + jO.4). In noncoherentbackscattercoefficient aOnn is given by [Ulaby
contrast, the RAL altimeter, with a pulse-limited beam et al., 19821
width of0.63°, gives a much wider response function that is
lower in peak power at all roughnesses. These results ao(o) = I( )12 2k 2COS20 exp(-g) W " (2k sin0, 0) Q13)
demonstrate the role that the compressed pulse length and n=1 I"
altitude of the altimeter play in dictating the coherent whereg = (2kucos0) 2 and the first-order slope term that is
response function of a slightly rough surface. In short, thesystm ipule repone i themos imortat fcto in important for larger incidence angles has been excluded. In
system impulse response is the most important factor in Equation (13), the roughness spectrum IV Kx, K.) is re-
determining the decay ofthe coherent scattering coefficient lated to the nth power of the correlation function defined bywith incidence angle. Furthermore, the coherent power is [Fung and Pan, 19871
sharply reduced as the surface roughness increases only
slightly. W K , = JL ! '',)x(

7.3.2.3. Noncoherent backscatter from a rough surface 2n 1-.. J K -- jK,)d`d 0 4

where kl is large, but ko is small. Field measurements ofsea where p(ý,4) is the two-dimensional normalized height
ice surface roughness typically show that the rms height a autocorrelation function. Analytical expressions for the



inl teilral Iin Equat LiOn i1-14), wh en Itfe Surface ]'s-;]ot ropic and( tjonal to the nulliber of' patchcý ý-kqua l.f- Ito Al( I' 1r
has a Gaussian or eXPO!"1nIal~ c(ri'n)lation1 function. Canl be cause.1(d I)y thW ranudol Il iIll (;I di~l 1i110 iun oi ptltt hh-
found in Ulaby et al r_ 9821 ard Kim et. al. I19851, rvspec- and is direct 'lv p1 oportioniil to till loiiiiiti of p~irfi-~

tively. Aflt ogli ,I the, mllodel r z: Ic, I. fen I Iii rt I I ct. oI!I i pe .ia
tial IVarmaitb IIitIv oft hIe SU I Iýce ('41 1racti,'I,-ncI it Io in I tý I "IIZl

7.3.2.4. ANoncohere*nt backscatt''r fro/P a roulgh surtolce asu sthtrlein>Io tejtheadclu mI
tcht"e ki and k(5 are larlge. In the Kirchhoff or phy~sical 'bi. a:.u~niptioii is probablly 1uiircall stic ill pract ice., at lliat
optics theory, when rms hei-ght is much larger than the fo/pcbreoses uet h ag is r- i or

radar wavelength it is poss ible to evaluate the diffraction, Another model has been proposed which does, not rc'qu ireý
integral using a stationary phase approximation [B~eckmann the flat patches to add cohierentl I ' vI lander anld (alst mom

and Spizzichino. 19631. This corresponds to the geometric 19911, The hackseattered power isý inste~ad asumdto 1e
optics limit, in which the surface is assumied to be mnade up dominated by reflections from horizontal mnd Olat patefo's
oftangent planes or specular facets that are infinitely large that add noncohierent ly. A narrow,-peake-d wajvetirmi nizi
with respect to a waveleng-th. Thus it is often known as occur if the patches, ýare_ SUffICientl large. Thi as:1-SUmpIon~lel
specular point theory. For such roughsurfaces, backscatter is more realistic. but field mneasuremenits" are presenitly
is completelv noncoherent and the backscatterCoeffiCient. is lacking to ver-ify it. Us-ing, phyvsical optics,ý thle radair r,
given by [Ulabv et at., 19821 section from a s4ingle cir-cular and flatilieti patch i

g-iven by

R et) p tan- (15) M a ) .4l R(o) Ixpl 1

S, Cos

where s2 is rms slope in radians. where A is the patch area, D) isý the patch diamneticC. ind i the

The scalar and tan-gent-plane approximations, Equa- angular response5 lias been app~roximiated biy a(auai

tions (13) and (15), respectively, buth give the mean function with 0, - 0.:3 tJ). For a collection ofsasl
nonoheentbacscatecfro a tat oar usinan distributed and horizontal patches. wve then obtain the-

dom surface. Since backscatter is being summed bcsatrncelcetacrigt
noncoherently, if an altimeter were to scan such a rough
surface the returned power would exhibit statistical flue- o-(0 ).GI)- Fi.) KL
tuations or signal fading (described in Section 7.2.3)- The A I a
return power is then distributed according to a negative-
exponential or Rayleigh distribution, provided that the whrFistefaiolcoraeffatpce.
following conditions are satisfied: Equation (17) does not take Ithe altimeter sv,-t(,Ti inm-
(1) Many individual scattering elements contribute to the pulse response into accouni. When the patch diamneter i~s

returned power, and no single one dominates. sufficiently large to produce a narrow-peaked wv m
(2) The amplitude and phase of returns from the scatter- the effective baicscattering coefficient is; given by

ers are independent, and the phase distribution is
uniform.

7.3.3 Backscatter Fromn a Heterogeneous Random Surfh ce C' 7 U)2 i.R 0

Equations (11) and (1.2) show that the coherent return is Tpclvle o h arwpae akcte ofl
a highly nonlinear function of the rms surface height. When Tyiavlusfrtenro-pad ckattrcof-
the rms height changes only from 0.2 to0.4 cm, the coherent cient, as measured by spaceborne altimetcr>., are 20f to

component is reduced by 17 dB. This suggests that the 40' dBcrep1ig->02to6Aacrigt qa
normal-incidence rcsponse is dominated by the smoother tion (18). Ini this class of surface. the coherent coriaonent
parts of the surface for which the vms height is a tenth of a can exhibit signal fading as the number of' patches, or

wavelength or less. The first model to recognize this fact reflecting facets within the lir-st Fýresnel zone varies from

was that proposed by Brown 119821. The model assumes pulse to pulse. Although the terms spec~ular and coherent

that the scattering originates from an ensemble of circular, relcto ar fe sditrhneby reseua
hIorizontal, arid flat dielectric patches near nadir. The reflection originates from a single infinitely. largte (when

patches are ass umed to cover a small fraction of the surface, compared with the PLE imit rot I iku I ,ceýt and does noift shiow

to be located at the same height, and to be randomly' fluctuations in amplitude '10( phas'e from pulse- Ilo pukse

distributed in the horizontal plane. Brown shows that, both Itis alo pqatossil to3 mnd .Ifx 5 to inlude hoffmnodels, eof a-
a coherent and a noncoherent component result from this iheteogeneutiis (1rac and iIuto iprodue th effect> pvaof :
model. The former is caused by the patches being located atheronou rfcadtoPolcaiiiowek&l
the same vertical level, to within a few mm, and is propor- wavefoirm.Wehrgieteeslfrtegomrc-p s

model



In Figure 7-8ia. the relevant system parameLur. are
L=0 = / - 'dr -j H selected tor the E'RS-1 altimeter. Results indicate that it is

r cr likelythat a dominant coherentconiq)onent will be obsrved
in the wavelorm peak over most consolidated ice surfaccs

which only differs by a factor 0.9 from Equation (18). This except those such as in rough ice regime d In rdegi nt' a

shows that the geometrical optics and flat patch mncdel ibý. and (ei the coherent component is more than 5ldB above

predictions are indeed very similar, although the scattering the noncoherent compon nit. 'T'o contrast with the satellite

mechanisms assumed are very different. The approach
taken by Ulander and Carlstrom 11991 I is more realistic in
that it accounts for height distributions or surface tilting of (a) 15 ..
patches and is not restricted by the approximation of 10
scattering by individual facets to the scattering from smooth 10 H= 777 km
specular points. But while the assumptions of the other 5- OL =p 0 00'#08rad
models are simplistic, the notion that scattering from many = r 3 ns ,,
individual surface elements conforms reasonably closely to a: 0 f = 138 GHz o
that from a specular surface appears not too far from the .
truth.

7.3.4 Discussion C 10 .

In order to contrast normal incidence coherent and $ -15
noncoherent components of a waveform, we consider here 3
the relative difference in their power using an expression • " -20 -

for the ratio of noncoherent to coherent backscatter. The - -- - 10
expression is dependent upon the radar system parameters 8 -25- .

as well as the radar height above the surface and the rough - 2 -. - k 20
surface statistics. At nadir, the expression is -30 - ki = 7

-35

wherek = 2t/, k 4k 2o 2 , ando3pifisthe one-wayhalfbeam 10
width (f02plf is equal to cr/H). Note that the ratio becomes .

independent of the surface reflection coefficient when this
approximation is used.

Figure 7-8 puts into perspective the relative contribu- = !r,

tions of coherent and noncoherent backscatter to the maxi- • -5
mum power in a peaked signal. The upper panel shows the -•
ratio for a satellite-borne altimeter, and the lower for an -10o
airborne altimeter, calculated from Equation (20). In each r
case, the ratio is plotted against k a, with isolines ofk/. The Jz -15
figure indicates that either component of backscatter can 0

dominate the signdl peak, depending on the roughness of 20 2
the surface and the altitude and system point target re- H P = 10 km

sponse of the radar. For the regime ka< 1.0 and kl <7.0, the 2=

scattering should be predominantly coherent according to S r =4ns

Kirchhoff theory. Such surfaces have been measured for - 138G
artificial ice, labeled (a), and naturally occurring sea ice in __5_L
theGulfofBothnia, labeled(b). Suchsurfaces,however, are 0.5 0.6 0!7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1 '1 12 1 " 1 4 1 5

rarely encountered in dynamic regions, where typical rms ka
height and correlation lengths exceed 0.3 and 7.0 cm, Fig. 7-8. Incoherent/coherent ratio for (a) spaceborne (ERS-1
respectively (i.e., ka > 1.0 and ki > 7.0). Based on field altimeter)and(b)airborne(RALaltimeter)platforms. Thelabeled
measurements, the noncoherent component approaches areas correspond to ice roughness regimes measured in several

and can exceed the coherent component in the roughness experiments: 1 = CRRFLEX, 0.29 < kar < 0.58. 2.9 < k1 < 8.7:
regimes of the Beaufort and Labrador Seas, labeled (c) and 2 = BEPERS, 0.5t6 < ka < 0.97, 1.2 < k1 < 19.5: 3 -= Beaufort'90.

0.85 < ka< 1.16,5.8 < kl < 34.7;and 4 = tIMEX'87,1.19 <ka< 12.8,
(d). 11.6 < k1 < 66.5.
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situation, Figure 7-8tib demonstrates that the simple in- shown in Figure 7-9. Figure 7-9 illustrates how wind speed
crease in the antenna PLF beam width of the airborne can determine whether an area of open water of a given
altimeter results in incraasing dominance of diffuse or width will appear coherent to the altimeter. For a fIre-
noncoherent backscatter. Evidently, only in the smoother quency ofl 3 GHz. this requires that cbe less than 2-" -mm
regimes of ice roughness will the coherent component ap- to meet the Rayleigh criterion, or less than 0.72 mm to meet
proach or exceed the noncoherent returns. This may occur the more stringent Fraunhofer criterion. Although ttese
over calm ocean surfaces in marginal ice zones, over frazil relationships are onhl approximate, thty at !eant give a
slicks or smooth new ice sheets such as nilas, or even during first-order indication of the circumstances under which
summer melt, when inaximum melt pond coverage is open water within the pack is likely to produce a near-
achieved. Under calm wind conditions melt ponds provide specular return.
extremely effective specular reflectors. To conclude, the scattering mechanism for the narrow-

Typical waveforms from the RAL altimeter show dis- peaked waveforms observed by altimeters has been a rather
tinct examples where the peaked component in the wave- controversial issue in the past. There are not enough
form does dominate the diffuse component I Drinkwater, measurements of the surface roughness of ice at mm scales
1987; 19911, even in circumstances where the majorityof ice to provide a solid basis for theoty. Inve.-tgators have
is relatively rough. This cannot easily be explained by the arrived at different conclusions: that the waveforms origi-
simplified arguments oresented above, because the ice rate from true specular reflection IShapiro and Yapiee.
surface in those cases is assumed to be uniform in its 1975; Eom and Boerner, 19861 or from quasispecular
characteristics. Obviously there are situations where phase- noncoherent scattering lRobin et al., 1983: Rapley, 1984:
coherent returns can occur from rough surfaces with mixed D ;nkwater, 19871. Thi latter explanation assumes that
reflection coefficients and roughness scales. This idea is Lie rms surface slope is small (less than the angle sub-
applied to a case of quasispecular RAL altimeter signals tended by the PLF), such that the angular extent of the
where the ratio of coherent to noncoherent powers is of the scattering is confined to within the altimeter angular re-
order of 25 dB [Drinkwater, 1987; 19911. Such signals are sponse. It turns out that the effective backscattering
shown to originate in areas of smooth open water between coefficient for the two cases in fact agree, as noted by Robin
floes (such areas have a reflection coefficient about 10 dB etal.[19831. This implies that it is impossible to unambigu-
greater than that of ice), and areas of new ice growth. For ously determine the scattering mechanism from wavefbrm
mixtures of specular ocean and diffuse ice scattering, the data alone [Ulander and Carlstrom.1991 I.
areal proportion of smooth ocean required to produce this One approach to resolving the quertion for sea ice is to
type of signal is less than I % I Drinkwater, 1991 1. At least compile probability density functions of echo energy ovei
in the marginal ice zone, the dominant scattering mecha- example areas. If the scattering is noncoherent, the prob-
nism therefore appears to be coherent reflectionfrom snoth ability density functions (pdfs) will result in a Rayleigh
water between floes, or from new ice growth where centime- distribution. If indeed coherent returns are occurring, the
ter-scale waves are damped out. Similar examples of pdfs will be more Gaussian in nature. The compilation of
extremely strong signals exceeding30 dB (and often reach- such pdfs should be undertaken for a variety of instru-
ing 40 dB or more) have been observed in satellite altimcter ments of differing operating parameters !frequencies and
measurements by both Ulander 11987b; 19911 and Laxon beam widths) in order to establish the principal effects.
119891. Robin et al. j19831 calculated that only 0.01% of the Alternatively, it should be possible with an airborne system
surface within the PLF need be smooth to produce a char-
acteristically peaked satellite waveform.

Given the importance of open water to waveform shape 10 0F
and power, it is necessary to understand under what condi- 16
tions areas of open water might produce coherent returns. 8
Long wavelength swell is almost completely damped out 4
within a few tens of km of the ice edge. Shorter wind waves E 1

are damped in a short distance, on the order of kmi, but may
be regenerated by wind in areas ofopen water IWadhams et 5 1 '
al., 19881. Wadhams 119831 calculated the short wave- -
length roughness generated within the pack using ,. . ... Fanoe

M Fraunhofer

S= 0.1265U-2 1/22
0.1' __ _ _ _i-- _ _ _

1 10 100 1000
where U. is the friction velocity determined from wind Fetch, m

speed, X is fetch, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Fig- 7-9. Standard deviation afsurface heigh- ersus fetch for wind
The standard deviation of surface height versus fetch for speeds from 1 to 16 mis. The cutoffs for the Rayleigh and the more

various wind speeds, calculated from Equation (21), is stringent Fraunhofer criteria fbr a smooth surface are shown,
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to overfly the same surface at different altitudes. This Aill radiation fbr at leas! half of the two-Ionth-long suniller.
enable the range dependency in the scattering signature to Data were acquired by tying scans fr-om a position over the
be evaluated and thus the scattering mechanism to be ocean about 20 kml from the ice edge. across the ice edge, and
resolved completely. Comparing airborne and helicopter- into the MIZ until large floes were encountered wan addi-
borne results is an alternative method of analysis. tional 20 km. One such transect is shown in Figure 7-10.

Note that the dependence on altitude in Equations i 11) Illustrated in these data is the transition from the strong
and ý12) implies that it may be difficult to compare backscatter of the open ocean. t, a region ofCcalm water i5
spaceborne and airborne measurements if'a coherent coin- km in extent, immediately adjacent to the ice edge, through
ponent is present. Typically, the altitude of an airborne a well-delineated and compact ice edge. into a region ,vith
altimeter is two orders of magnitude less than that of a bands of similarly sized ice floes and varyiin, ice concentra-
satellite, which reduces the coherent component from that tion, and then into a region of 901.( ice concentration and
measured by a satellite altimeter by about 20 dB. The large multiyear floes.
noncoherent component, on the other hand, is unchanged. Using the open ocean signature as a reference, the area

Realistically, in considering coherent reflectionone must of dead water near the ice edge produced an enhancement
acknowledge that rany returns with different tracker ofabout 6 dB. Backscatter from ice is dramatically smaller
biases or tracker jitters are added togethter to produce a 0by 8 to 21 dBl. in contrast to the usual observations by
mean satellite waveform. This inevitably results in a airborne and satellitealtimeters moving from ocean to MIZ.
waveform which is the equivalent of the random Thisdifference maybe explainedby the much larger Fresnel
superposition of mixed coherent and noncoherent compo- zone of airborne and satellite-borne instrumentL., which can
nents of the return signals. The fading of signals occurring encompass flat areas, with a resulting dominance ofcoher-
between independent along-track views of •he surface fac- ent reflection. Aýs the ice concentration increases deeper in
ets will inherently lead to some mis-superposition of pulses the MIZ, a lower average return is observed. The strongest
and thus noncoherent averaging of the signals during the returns are associated with the water between floes. These
tracking process, returns are specular in nature and are characterized by a

cross section at vertical of' greater than 25 dB and a
7.4 THEORY," VErS 'S MEASUREMENT reduction in intensity of almost five orders of magnitude by

25'. These results support the assertion that peaked
7.4. 1 Surface Measurements returns in airborne and satellite data come from smootn

water between floes. The range of'scattering coefficients is
To improve the retrieval ofgeophysical information from also of interest. The range for the open ocean is about 6 dB.

altimetry, it is necessary to better understand what an whereas in the MIZ it is about 40 dB. The high range in the
altimeter is sensing. Answers to questions such as-Where MIZ is due to the presence of areas of open water, which
is the signal originating? and What are the effects of snow produce a variety of microwave signatu:es influenced in
depth and ice type on backscatter? can be provided by large part by their position from the ice edge (Figure 7-11.
surface measurements. Near-surface backscatter mea- Outside and within the ice edge, variations in ocean surface
surements from the Fram Strait marginal ice zone (MIZ) roughness are caused by complicated interactions between
have been acquired at frequencies of 5.25, 9.6, 13.6, and wind, waves, currents, and fresh water input. These inter-
16.6 GHz using a frequency-modulated continuous-wave actions are driven by effects related to cold air from the pack
radar scatterometer with pencil-beam antenna patterns
(two-way beam widths of 1.5' to 4.50). The radar scattering 40-,
coefficients were determined by comparing surface returns M - Margial Ic Ze
with returns from calibration targets of known radar cross 'Ice

section. These observations were made from a helicopter in t)0OenOen dei at ethis
conjunction with surface observations that allow backscat- ' lvel in
ter to be related to a particular ice type or to ocean condi- - 20 . M
tions tOnstott, 1991; Onstott et al., 19871. Also given in this water -
section is a synopsis of recent measurements in the Weddell • 10_1
Sea. e

0- - at this7.4.1.1. Vertical incidence scatterometer data from the a thes
0) level are

Fram Strait marginal ice zone. The four major ice types -10 from ice
present when the measurements were made in midsummer )
were multiyear (MY), thick first-year (TFY), medium first- -20
year (MFY), and thin first-year (ThFY). Snow depths for 0 5 10 ,5 20 25 30 35
MY and FY ice by midsummer were about half of what they Distance. km
were at the beginning of summer. This is important in tnat Fig. 7-10. Measurements from a single radarscatterometer transect
thick ice, such as TFY and MY ice, will have enough snow across the ice edge on July 5, 1984 at 13.6 (llz and a vertical
cover to mask much of the ice surface from microwave incidence angle.
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crossuing fro nl t hie colId oicat ice aiII Itir ILI ~ rtfacve tIipr iiiiiilfo IrtI) a a-. cox 1-d hIx til-it p, oa- M1 ..
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the ice edge. -74 1 2, 1, (11! ad .o'.- ;
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within the MIZ Is v ery rapid iii thi,i ciar- It occur-i wvithin no-hlr of FY Mid MY icts- is,!ro!W d.-cian th pfo in. n
600 in, and it producesi litrg.e level shifts in backs-catter. 1 his iiitsiatea-letn 4iihp-d t'I' a~
sharp delineation was ,obse~rvedoftlen durin~g IZ/.EX'8,3 and Melt pond,~ increase Othentr-tx iA x loe ind <

'84. Ambiguities or errors tit detectingy the ice ed(ge, wvith phy acts to re-dotw- tht. inu4,-IY-r of thti At.et~ri;
altimetry mav occur if the ocean near the ice edge damped 13 63 (;l i thu, reflect rvitw-s fur thre t hrs-v prtmmar; i p-

by a cold air ina ss is niru.taken ats an ocean surface dampe-d are within ar xerv O;Arrova .dB raniwt- 7ait Iýhýýtho
by at thin laver rrt*ice. In the satvullit case. the ice vdgtu is- the backizcattur rusponmu f ,h ini Ltrjý'e part, suIrf~i
marked by at similar inrcrease in variability but higher topograph ,v Thin first Ycar wutn- I, chr;nl-,rn,e4d !t thn.

backscatter values over the ice. thinnest -,now covur , wari of 41 Inm .od n-ý !t,ttrbo~r I! h
The M IZ isý a dynamic region. DiffuLse scattering, from litt le if aii deforniation It prodtivcc- t lit lar~gr> t r~l- 0,t

deformed ice is obsevrved to produce returns; 12 dB3 below of- the threeu ice typesý' P'hvscu MFY i wv I., :oo ~
that, of flat Ice R~eturns fromi water in the shadows of floes Th KY Ice, uxciupt that it hasa ; tho i-i0 :-noa cix Irn a a

aE 2 to 5 dB~ above typical ocean returns from withini the I10 cm, M KFY and MY Share A ,itniilar 'igtr o..ih-t i, at.

BI.iacikscattvir modulations are also found t(. be a ice sheetvv~ith ax en, thick, snioa ly% Thu dat~i at 13 G(1 I
function of' ice concentr-at ion and. to at leser extent. floe for -sno%%-cov--red MY aqpIA-ar high it I lir~t. n~ri'U.t Uponl
size. Based onother obsc rviations by Onstott, the backscat- further examination they are coss -twith I ht, ot bar
ter response for winter is anticipated to be very similar. The observations A-hoan in Table T-I. A MVIF iloe produk(t ;I
distribution of features within the boundaries of at floe may signature :3 dil lowt'vr than that of lb KY. "lwi he- sn ox

also have an important imipact on the hackscatter response. abIxut 10 cmn On the same NIY floe. bo vu.hi-i a ;is
Pressure ridges, melt pond.-. arid the blocks L,ýat pile around regir', where snow had accumiulated to 14 ctit lIt-irk- fu-
the floe edges require con_;ideration, New pressure ridges reflectivity increa~sed to SA) (ill. 'fhjs I., rd-nticalI to the(
may form at floe hboundaries and are diffe~rentiated from reflectivity irbserved on thý,.NMY ic aridvwithin]I .2 41 i.-itbt
older pressure ridge., that may be covered with a lay-er of of ThVY ice. Thick snow on the MY ice.. rather that; the
wet snow- F-dges; result in weak backscatter, " ith the more snow-ice, interface, domnina~tes the MYN s-ignature,
recently formed ridges producing the more diffuse scatter While hackscatter forvwintter;nid ';umnmer VY Ice I. %ory
response. P~ools, often -small and protected from wind by similar, significant differencees in the seasLonal re.sponset of
undulating ice, were foand to produce hackscatter cross MY ice are observed. The-se are related to the mnoist re
sections of a magnitauct similar to that of shadowed water contained in the snow and ict. sheet [)nstott et at . I 9S'7
si gnatures. On Jul v , when these observ-ations were made. Moisture limnits the penetration into the ice s;heet, thereby

20 nm Fromreducing or negating the v-olume scattering that domninates.
20e EmdFgme the hackscatter response of MYN ice during %Iinter At

Ice dgevertical incidence, this causes aI 9-d13 sýignnrturx-, enhance--

10 nm From ment tat 1:3.6 Giz) for MY ice during summer vh( n corn-
10e nmdFome pared to the winter response. Measurements of' snov

moisture show that the bulk wetness,, of the snow pack is

0.5 rim From about 5-5"' by volume, and the majority of the snow pack ',
Ice Edge

TABLE 7-1 Radar scattering coIefficictri. at veri nai imiralnee
1 rim in MIZ IiiiIngs prodideils'&e-rmnweeotri .ii5

1984, in the marginal ice. zone, I Onstoltt 1 991 1.
10 nmin MIZLIil*----.-. . . ..

Frequennex. (G1a.
In Pack Ice IZ ~scene 5.25 9j;S Ij (i 16, 1

Floe Shadow r, Ocean. open Vt3,3 14 5ý 1-6 1.5,9-() 7

Effect LU Ocean. edge 17 -1 12.4 21.5,6.1)

____ .Ocean, interior M:3110 It.1 22.8- 22,6 2-) .5,2 41
10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 300 35. Thin FY tin- 2. 0., 1 2 6 A I9A 9,2( 8 , 9 5 593

Radar Scattering Cross Secfion. dB Mdu Wie .)8 9 .) 17-2
Fig. 7-It. Liquid ocean radar scat eri rig crosi section, shoWTi asi a MN th;c snw -1 )~.I 2 6-14M 7 9>31 9 6.1 5Ii
function of position fromn the if,- edge at 13.6 (11,. and ar vertical M hiksow13.

incidence angle. MlY with melt pools, 10t 8 8 3s 49. 8 I!



old and has a deristv of 40(1 to 5010 kg' 1111 ýOiýuAot et al -1 2 Aý 1r; .1!1,
19871. 'rhe penetration depth.s Ca~lculated for tbesr.ý conldl
tions are about 4_5 cm, I.S cm., 1.ý5 cm, aind 1 .3 c_: her 5.25. \Atro~l-, lt It 2i~r iir A "t, I 'eu )f~~ 1 c

9.6, 1:3,6. and 16.6 GI Iz, respectivelyv The snow pack on MY Vtedor airtd Wal-h I 9ý 11 1, arlwui il'c iIti ,eta '
ice up to midsummer rnay be 40 tin. Nott, that at 13.6 G l. tic-,o i on l rehrvýaetra- a h Ia

onily 1 to 3 cm oef snow, is required before theý -rio~% laver icev arid ý attvf S,-\ er ii ofl tI ure I'v -
completely domlinateLS thet baCkscatter response since foer t 'evan anard Sequi rv, I :fr-I ii,. 1eon1!rt '-* a 1ý1 ii' r 'ii

each penetration depth the incident signal c~purlrerce" a launich C'. lpaigril for hIRS.I , 1i uN hit i th hit, ed et

9-dB round-trip loss. icequrittd datal ill l!erreet"c c~t a~ t

ch.1racte'rrzstcseese ic r rele-, %ant Itc .eit iii,-te r aip l -t A 11.
7.-4.1.3. Shirpborne Ku. band radiar obse rc atet. ri intilt, Airrlorne lirot* 2 iirlvi a.t c% i.t-r lwiceethO I ~.I',

We dd/ell Sea. Ku-band radar data were acquirvd d uring, a ellite itiatr',iil o rde~r to reelutre tilit, ýinrpat Ic' in.cwlXl
transect of the Ky. Polarstern through the 'Weddell Sea off-pointing, cause~d btY aircratt rricetionr A\ %%le id-.r lww 1c
during the austral winter of I989 jLytle et al., 1 992s. A VV to duiflrcrnt waiveformn cr;ir~ictc.r--twa--t l~ia irc ch, lc-. rvd
polarized network analvzer-based radar developed at the with a sattellit--borne irL-jtruiiiirit, a-ý *o ca- t---r

U ni versity of Kansas made obse rvat ions att i ncidenrce a nglevs Section 7 31 2, The sarhAcv art a - iase in'a airfier,! e

spanining 0' to 30. Most radar data were acquired onl ice irnstrureiviu is usuýLally A fiut or et1 l44 -ricc~il, r lliii fc,r at
floes against which the ship was moored. Measuremnents of' satellite altinieter, whfilec it .uhtcteidec1s ~itra c

physic-al properties of the sea ice included surface rough- incidence aniglesý. F~ins is, a critital (liferrk-ce. leert io.-- ai
niess, snow cover thickrness, snow and ice density, and, grain areazi comisitin, tit mixture-ý of, ice. and %%It at-i te- e-

size and salinity. Ice freeboard data were also collected by inherentIlI a larger tr(-;i of water available- tcc the, s-ate lite-
drilling numerous holes through the ice and measuring aIt inmeer for -atterlnIg froni na dir than is a% ailaid I o IIý,,I he-

,water level relative to the ice surface. lower altitude amirlxrnit ir-t ruirrert Aricciher ciroeie i

Flooding at the ice-snow intierface seems to be at charac of the airborne' altirnvtcr' -Ny ide-i twearin ir t hat hra k--tattecr
teristic phenomenon of' the western WeddellI Sea 1Lange faill-ofT with incidenrce mlode call hetie,~rrd
and Eicken, 1991; Wadhams et at., 19871. This proce~ss is
apparently associated with enhanced snow accumulation 7..,.Wrc/rmeorhe.ligure c2 a r eanl
depressing the ice surface below sea level. Floodingchanges ofthe operation of the RAL, altimecter ovtr a variety' ot s--,ia

density and salinity in the lower parts of the snow laver, ice co-nditions inl the marginal ice lone of Oihe Frair.Sc l

which in turn affects the radar response. fBackscatter is Consecutive wavef'ormsý ex!hibit dramatic change'.- inl pro-
plotted against freeboard and parameterized against slush portion as the ins-trument passes ove.r large ice. f(Ice arid
layer presence in Figure 7-12. Backscatter is elevated when areas of open water in the paL Ki Note that sore 'et avehi cnn-

a slush layer is present, presumably because of the en- show saturat ion. One interesting, finding, illutrtated b'e the
hanced dielectric contrast. Flooding, then, may be another waveform labelied a is that as the altimeter pas-sever a
mechanism for situating a relatively bright target within lead only a few meters wide, the altrnR-u-r resýponds: cx-

the radar footprint. The possibility of flooding must be tremelye sharply if the lead is at. naidir. F'edor and Walsh
taken into account when attempting to interpret altimetry 119881 nfoed the sane phenTomeInon in data from t he Beau-
in terms of ice concentration or type. Laboratory measure- fort Sea. Since the power reflection coefficient of' water is

ment to further study the importance of flooding are de- generally 11I dB3 higher than that for snow-covered se~a ice-.
scr-ibed in Chapter 9. the water between ice floes dominates the backscattered

signal near nadir. Other observations from this da~a -e-t

0.08show that when the sea ice fills tire footprint. waveform
0.6-+ shape becomes suggestive of ocean return's as the -ignal

0.06 level is modulated by the type and surface roughness, of Sei
.4 0.0 ice present. Fedor et a]. [19891 note typical peak backscat -

ýi0.02 -0+ter strengrthsofaround3$0 to 37 d overareas of new sea ice'
+0 0 - 4 n rudIl~ve eomdMei h eaufort Sea.

-0 .02 -These observations show close correspondence with the'
-00 0 Sls Peen3 findings of Drinkwater 119911 over FY ice in the Fram

0-006 - No Slush Strait. In the latter study. accompanying surface measure-
> .08 5 High Surface ments [Tucker et al.. 19871 led to attempt~s to classify ice< 0 alinity, Indicating types using the altimeter waveforms. The study revealed
-0.12 r Reen Floin four distinct surface classes based onl surface roug hness (or

-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 fall-off of backscatter with incidence angle) and normal

dB incidence backscatter coefficient. These corresponded in
a'-. dBnear-coincident SAR images and aerial photographs with

Fig. 7-12. Average ice freeboard versus u' paramreterized against smooth,bare FYicewith minimal ridging:snow-coeevcrd FY
the presence ofa slush layer.
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i i i t e i te t d . r ! o t h e t i~ oL I t h ! Iii l I ,~' ~
directly otcr a ,&-t MY iceIL- 11t ,t Tri -

- would lu 1cogiu aitercd it, ti'lt-Aita (fill Ill;.. 'A~
and liti fth, Anutarctic. ýý htere va L I t'ill .I ~ ej i ' 1 Il , - .1" !1,,

b ~obsjerved by alttiiiietrv ( Mclrt'in- 11)d ( '11(111 1 lt. I .txt

1989; and lax kite et ,l 1 991

s.riti21~ Att. iiipit hzi'te been ll Itlied Il, dt In le or

CSection .3 3( Yild I ati i ol III ;in I oiieas 1)1',l o -h ll t Ii ;t. I; I I

SC~t, * ~ vwater facuts, it rlectiuuit t~ulk0hcivit dkil .- It .tttI a

_n~~-:..z.;; . - The~e dot not. howe tvc,-tr. 1 ncor; prat tq- he it-ýIt 1,dI ,i 1ý

-~~~ .~~in the he-uris;tic model Iin ligure, _1 I-I, - di111t

the de-cline n it n ýl.lficant fave heigt cIt-i-ed * to,,

wave 1itten Liat loll Raiplitv. I s n he !!ljt.dit ~ ~
* - --. in wave zsbopec its ; short %'ej cvlt.ittet Ii t M,- t prete11rerit 1.tii

damped .The result ingt 11odulatJion oft %Ne t+,relorIi ;,iN t r
- directly [ront ice concenutration wifll the-refore \ic',6 ý

.~~ -I function t'otiith roe- v.ave height and fnicti lornal (.11 ra.i.4tl
a. sea ice' la..ýed on) theit pre mi'e t hat thet re t rnjed pov," cr int! io

.1 wav-dormn decayvs as the- ratio 1 I.t wr'ltivit Vii c tý u, In-1

reflectivitv water increazses IFigure I , 1, -Ill,,kA i (I v; /1(,d
.1. ~ ~ ~ t-~ .. W__~. .vi -,W" waveforms at etinti- traitiottn otli. 210, .10. 60. S). j ai id I1.10'

Fig-. '7-13. NI[ZEX*84 IAL airborne altimetry over mixed ice fur a given wave reg'im~e. In t-ahelse tht. toltal h. ight
concentrations in the Fram Strait .Waveforms show received distribution is obndefc x v ý~it.ie-ulrtlie
power in range gate bins I Drink water, 1 987Jo.ns, m eertin wieh omuflew e~c

trailing edges iS a result otf the v. ave slipt'-* '..x
ice: rotted, rough conglomerate ice flo"es: and MY ice with between ice floes.-
large-scale surface roughness. 'si ng aItt meter da Lt ove roc an i U rfae..`(' insldeCte MIVN!

In ice-water mixtures. the rapidity with which the edge, Dinnkwater 11 987. show- that the an.-ulakrbake-
power decays after the peak is largelva function of the wave ter scatteringl Function is, predicted bV iioncoherent w,.e
slope (see Section -1.3.4), Some areas',such as for waveform met ric-opt ics theorv. The model fit to the'-datta iv-a rill,
b. provide non-fetch-limited regions of almost op~en water
within the pack. Wind-genterated gravity and capillary
waves develop rapidly in the absence of floes (unlike at c),
The waveform. trailing, edge responds dramatically to the
presence of these waves and particularly to the higher wave
slopes. The waveforms become more ocean-like, albeit with
a relatively high normal incidence backscatter coefficient..-/
due to the lack of large gravity waves. ~

Volume scattering cannot be neglected when old ice has
low-density, bubbly upper layers (Chapter 2). Volume -- ~ -~

scattering leads to a backscatter response function that-
tapers much more gradually with incidence angle. It is . ... ...... -

suggested as a mechanism for some Fram Strait observa-
Lions where neither the rms surface roughness nor the
residual aircraft motion can account for the spreading of the
waveform leading edge. Together with the large-scale .

surface roughness observed on vast low-salinity MY floes,
volume scattering appears to result in nns tracker delay- ...

variability or height fluctuations of between 0 and 4 M Fig. 7-1 .. Wavefbirms geiterateýd b),y heuristic model 0 fwave dlccax
[Drinkwater, 1 9911I. The snow depth on these floes aver- with attenuation, and familiesofV vfrsl~cae with varYinr
aged 28 cm, and ridge sail heights varied between 3 and ice concentration: 0), 20. 40. 60. 80. and I 00`-ý I Drinkwater. 1987,1,
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slope 12.8'. This is consistent with waves measured in the the specular case, respond more quickly to a change from a
ice edge for a fairly well-developed sea. With increasing narrow-peaked to a diflfse type of scattering.
distance into the MIZ, observations show a corresponding This observation has been used to determine the scatter-
decrease of rms slope to around 3' at 40 km from the ice ing mechanism of narrow-peaked waveforms over sea ice in
edge. The progressive damping of ocean waves as they pass the Baltic Sea I Ulander and Carlstrom, 1991 1. A section of
into the MIZ results in more and more spiked echoes from Geosat altimeter data was extracted over a newly frozen
the water between ice floes, as shown in Figure 7-14. Thus, lead surrounded by very deformed ice. The former produced
waves and the wave spectrum in the MIZ mutually interact narrow-peaked waveforms and the latter essentially dif-
with the shape and strength of altimeter signals and must fuse waveforms. A pulse echo series was then simulated by
be considered when attempting to derive concentrition integrating over the illuminated surface at each platform
from waveforms. In an analysis ofthe relationships between position along-track, and an echo waveform was produced
backscatteredpowerandiceconcentrationintheGreenland by averaging over one hundred pulse echoes The surface
Sea, Drinkwater 11991 1 investigates airborne Ku-band sig- composition is shown in Figure 7-15(a). It was derived from
nals for which there are accompanying SAR and photogra- a high-resolution airborne SAR image that delineated the
phy data. To obviate the requirement for compensating two surface types. Figure 7-15(b) shows the Geosat normal
wave height information, altimeter waveforms are chosen incidence backscatter coefficient and two simulations that
beyond the point at which they are modulated by waves, assume a coherent and noncoherent mechanism, respec-
These are subsequently compared with digitized, simulta- tively. In the noncoherent simulation, the young ice was
neous aerial photographs over a track length of 130 km. represented byamodel accordingto EquationQ7), whereas
Both the peak backscattered power and integrated power in in the coherent simulation all the returned power origi-
the trailing edge of the waveform are shown to be related to nated from the first Fresnel zone with uniform weighing.
the ice concentration. However, because of the saturation Note the close agreement between the Geosat data and the
effects found in these data, the peak power could not be used noncoherent simulat•.-. The model parameters in Equa-
for accurate ice concentration retrievals. The waveform tion (17) were chosen as F = 3.3% and %D = 0.068ý (for D
integral, on the other hand, declines monotonically with 5.5 m). The coherent simulation, on the other hand, shows
increasing ice concentration and is reasonably robust. Re- a much higher sensitivity to the changing surlace charac-
gression analysis shows that the relationship between teristics than does the Geosat data. This particular ex-
these two variables had a correlation coefficient of -0.81, ample shows that the narrow-peaked waveforms over the
and 65% ofthe signal energy variance is accounted for using frozen lead, corresponding to a high backscatter coefficient
this measure alone. The rms residual error is 13%, and the of 32 dB, were indeed noncoherent in nature. The back-
remainder of the variance is accounted for by varying scatter value over the lead in Figure 7-15(b) is somewhat
surface conditions due to local wind roughening, varying ice less due to distortion by the pulse echo simulation and
types, ice roughness, and other factors. waveform averaging.

The remaining issue to resolve is whether the noncoherent
7.4.3 Satellite Measurements scattering is in accordance with the geometrical optics or

flat patch model. Both models predict a backscatter coeffl-
A common problem in the analysis of altimetry is to find cient of the same functional form and have essentially the

high-quality surface truth data with which to determine ice same effective backscattering coefficient for narrow-peaked
conditions during the sensor overflight. For corroborating waveforms. Note, however, that the cause for the angular
the interpretation of satellite altimetry the most successful response is quite different. In the geometrical optics model
data source has been SAR [Swift et al., 1985, Ulander it is determined by the rms surface slope, since the reflect-
1987a, Fettereret al., 1991, Ulander andCarlstrom, 19911. ing specular points are infinitely large compared to the
Examples of investigations that rely on SAR are given in wavelength; in the flat patch model it is determined by the
this section. Comparisons of altimetry with imagery from flat patch diameter since the patches are assumed horizon-
passive sensors is reserved for Section 7.4.4. tal (i.e., with zero surface slope). There are, as yet, no field

measurements which could help resolve thi.s question. In
7.4.3. 1. Echo waveform simulations compared with general it would require that the joint height probability

measurements. We noted earlier that it is impossible to density function be determined for scale lengths between 1
d& -ermine unambiguously the scattering mechanism from cm and 100 m. Hence, our effort in the future must turn
a single narrow-peaked waveform. However, a series of toward moru sophisticated field measurements of the sur-
such waveforms may provide this information as the altim- face roughness.
eter moves from a smooth area into an adjacent area with
diffusely scattering characteristics. For true specular re- 7.4.3.2. Ice type signatures in satellite measurements.
flection, the returned power essentially originates from the With an approach quite different from that outlined in
first Fresnel zone. This implies a horizontal resolution Section 7.4.2 for airborne altimetry, Chase and Holyer
according to Equation (9), which is almost an order of [19901 extend the measurement of ice type and concentra-
magnitude finer than the pulse-limited resolution for an tiontosatellitealtimetry. Theirworkusesalinearunmixing
ERS-1 class altimeter. Hence, the echo waveform will, in model, suggested by the fact that waveforms from the MIZ
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(a) I wavctr s su getst., that c, iicIIt Iat lI o I I hI I li, ý Ii\ I 1I____....________directly propor tional to peak power and wa vi-torrn into.-.r dr1ng Ice 40 0 1km Possible explanations fin- this co'ntrast with thf- aIrhorli-

case are the dilfirnces in scal aIId r;ni,ýc di>ci:-:-d II

At • Section 7.3.2.
NMost invesit hagtions of the ability v-'atilt alti.t,.tr

measurements to distinguish betweten broad (-e thieki ess

classes and to detect water openiir.-g startin %,w d ith thit .tf
")wverand Godin I 19801. have onyV uset'd the uilt iK'titeridata

in a relative sense- This is because tOli data lack ;ahol ut.
Geosat Altimeter Track radiometric calihration. It should bc e.mphasized that it I>

o nly possible to obtain an eft-flivct baick.-cattt-r cia-fl lit fit
22 when the angular wavefornm is na rrw peaked. By assB u-

- iing a particular foirm ofthe an'u'far resIpnse" it nav t hl i
be pos0sible to obtain a bIetter est irni ate. ofthe hack.-cattt.r
coefficient at normal incidence. This inherently v j-,nun--
that the system impulse response , sufliciently narrow tip

- resolve the angular scattering :esponsc and that the scat-
tering mechanism is known-

The correlation between radar backscatter at norm~al
incidence and Arctic and Baltic winter ice types ha,> been.I

Deformed ce 7 described by several investigators I Ulander. I 98Ta, I9-,
(b) Fedor et al., 1989; Ulander and Carlstr6dn, 19911. l1isto-

grams of the normal incidence backscatter coefficient fir
35. I t . some of these ice types are shown in Figure 7-16i. Th-

m e snormal incidence backscatter coefficient decrease.- in gen-
-- noerent Mdelsur t eral for increasing ice thickness, such that new ice has t he

-30 coherentModel highest values (30 to 40 dB) and MY ice the lowest I0Q to
0Coherent Model 0- 20 dB). Very deformed ice also has a low backstcatter

g coefficient (Q0 dB). Note the high mean values for all classes
""27 -'/when compared with the surface measurements of Section

25 - 741. These results suggest that broad ice classes can be
Frozen lead inferred from the altimeter- backscatter data. provided the

surface conditions do not change rapidly along track. When
20 -I I the latter is not the case (for instance in the MNIZ,. the

22.2 22.3 22.4 22.5 22.6 22.7 22.8 22.9 signature shows a large variability. which introduces dif-
Time, s ficulties in the interpretation.

Fig. 7-15. (a) Simulated surface composition derived from an Figure 7-17 shows curves of the backscatter coefficient
airborne SAR image of Baltic Sea ice, and (b) simulation result and the echo waveform width (a measure ofdiffusescatter-
compared with Geosat measurements [liander and Carlstr6m, ing) for a Seasat altimeter track in early October off the
19911. coast of Alaska I Ulander, 1987b]. The curves are ovw rlaid

on a Seasat SAR image that was acquired a few hours
and pack are usually the result of backscatter from mix- earlier. Narrow, peaked waveforms dominate over the
tures of ice and water in the footprint. Each waveform is pack, except where the nadir track crosses two large floes.
represented as a multidimensional vector that can be ex- Figure 7-18 shows a similar comparison ofGeosat altimetry
pressed as a linear combination of end member vectors, and airborne SAR in the Greenland Sea [Fetterer ct al,
Analysis consistsofidentifying the endmembers and asso- 19911. Here, however, the high-frequency variability in
ciatingeach with a surface type. Although the model can be backscatter is much greater. Backscatter is from the
adapted for nonlinear combinations of waveforms, Chase 0.1-second waveforms. Note that AGC is a somewhat
and Holyer argue that it is not necessary for the data they smoothed version of peak power. The voltage proportional
examined. Using manually interpreted airborne passive to attitude, or VATT parameter, is a measure of power in
microwave imagery collected in the Greenland Sea within later gates. Low values of VATT (plotted every second
hours of a Geosat overpass, Chase and Holyer found that indicate peaked returns. The parameters in Figure 7-1 Sic)
the analysis of the concentration of three combinations delineate zones:
of types (open water and brash ice, FY and old ice, and 1) The MIZ, where backscatter rises from ,9 to 30 dB as
young and new ice) agreed with that from the passive the ice edge is crossed. Waveforms are strong and peaked.
microwave analysis to within 4.6% over the experiment suggesting reflection frotm waler between the small floes.
area. Interestingly, the shape ofthe end member paradigm which give a bright return in the SAR image. Backscatter



drops slightly oc it aii epan.e uof ope!n Iat I r i .Iv(:ri k 1"t
mieters wide, here wvnd way rough'n thei 'urfiAcv.

2) The pack, where variability is high- Backscýatt.r i.
somewhat lower in the western half, where thcre !n a largter

1.0 percentageof'rfugh ice, iekscatter dipa over two large Rd

New Ice flues, which eppear quite bright in the SA!{ imitge

Muttiyear Ice A 3)The fast ice, where backscatter reaches its lowest leve-l

0.8 - .-.-.-.-.- Multiyear Ice B and waveforms are not peaked but are more char'cteroctic
0. ofocean returns. This is evident in the wavefOrms plotted

in Figure 7-I 8a
While changes in the nature and variability of wave-

" - 0.6- forms are revealing, caution should be taken in interpreting
the power and shape ofwavefomis from an inhomogeneous

uL area such as this in terms of ice roughness or type. Instru-
mental effects and rapid changes in surface characteristics

a) 04 (described in Section 7.2.5) drastically alter individual
C4 averaged waveforms.

_-L 7.4.4 Satellite Altimetry Compared With Infrared. Visihle

0.2 and Passive Microwave Imagery

In Sections 7.4.2 and 7.4.3 aerial photography or SAR
imagery was used to gain insight into scattering mecha-

0.0 .I nisms and to test the possibility of deriving concentration

dB and type estimates from altimetry on a case-by-case basis.
(b) Further applications arise from the synergistic use ofradar

altimetry with imaging sensors. For example, if a certain
ice type can be identified in imagery, this may aid greatly in

Smooth Young Ice the interpretation of the radar altimeter data, which may
0.5 ....................... Rough Young Ice then be used to measure surface elevation and roughness

--- Thin First-Year Ice (derived from waveform leading edge width). This sectionS....Deformed Ice-- D compares altimetry with wide-swath imagery on the regional
0. . ..". and global scales required of operational algorithms. Such

.I comparisons enhance our understanding ofthe operation of-!both sensors while aiding the development of altimeter

data algorithms. Immediate applications lie in the area of
algorithm validation. For example, the altimeter has shown- great promise in validating ice extent mapping by passive

I microwave instruments. In addition, ERS-1 altimeter sea
ice products can be validated using data from the ERS-1

- 0.2- I - Along Track Scanning Radiometer.

I i'' l7.4.4.1. Waveformparameterization. Figure -19shows

- Jthe two parameters computed from altimeter waveforms to
0.1 quantify the response over sea ice in the following analysis.

The first, SIGPK, represents the peak backscatter mea-
L sured in the return echo. The second, SIGTD, is computed

as the difference between the average power in eight early
0.0- I and eight late range gates in the altimeter return. SIGTD

0 10 20 30 40 50 is essentially a measure of the degree of peakiness in the
return echo.

Fig. 7-16. Backscatter histograms for (a) Beaufort Sea ice from
Seasat data [Ulander, 19881, and (b) Baltic Sea ice from Geosat 7.4.4.2. Observations of a compact ice edge in the
data [Ulander and Carlstr6m, © 1991 IEEE]. GreenlandSea. TheAdvancedVery High-Resolution Radi-

ometer(AVHRR)onboard the NOAA series ofpolar orbiting
satellites provides visible and infrared imagery with a
swath width of 2900 km and nadir resolution of 1.1 km. It
i; routinely used for operational ice analysis. Figure 7-20(a)
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Fig. 7-17. Seasat altimeter measurements in the Beaufort Sea compared with Seasat SAR for October 3, 1978 [Ulander, 1987b1.

shows four Geosat altimeter tracks overlaid on a channel 2 7.4.4.3. Observations ofa diffuse ice edge in the Greenland
(visible band) image of the Greenland Sea. Both altimeter Sea. Figure 7-20(b) shows three altimeter tracks overlaid
data and imagery were acquired on May 10,1987. Pararn- on an AVHRR channel 4 (infrared) image acquired on
eters SIGPK and SIGTD are derived for every waveform. March 18,1987. In this instance an off-ice wind results in
There is therefore a value every 0.1 seconds, or every 0.7 km a more diffuse ice edge than is observed in the May 10
along the ground track. A sharp rise in both parameters is image. The two altimeter tracks labelled A and B show a
observed close to the ice edgevisible in the imagery. In some gradual increase in echo strength over some distance with
cases, notably tracks B and C, a rise in SIGPKis observed little increase in echo peakiness. This is attributed to a
outside the ice edge and before any noticeable rise in more gradual damping of ocean waves than is observed in
SIGTD. The cause of this is unknown, but the examples the May 10 image. Again the strongest and most peaked
demonstrate the sensitivity of the altimeter to the presence returns are observed further into the ice pack.
of sea ice. A similar rise in backscatter, related to the Of particular interest in this image are the two large
damping of waves due to the proximity of sea ice, is seen in floes observed close to the coast and transected by altimeter
the surface measurements of Section 7.4.1. The highest track B. The floes are clearly delineated by low strength,
strength (with values up to 40 dB) and most peaked echoes ocean-like echoes. Unlike other areas of the pack, where
are observed just inside the ice edge, which is normally smooth ice or open water can occur within the altimeter
populated by small (<100 m) ice floes. Further into the pack footprint, over these vast ice floes the altimeter is observing
the waveform strength and peakiness decrease and become only a rough ice surface. Such a phenomenon may make it
more variable. This is attributed to a less heterogeneous difficult to discriminate between the return from open
surface caused by the presence of larger ice floes. In some water and that from a large floe. However, because such
areas, such as where track A crosses track D, cloud cover surfaces fill the footprint for several waveform integration
can confuse identification of the ice edge. In such cases the times, they do provide the possibility of measuring meter-
altimeter may be used to better identify the loca .ion of the scale roughness and even ice freeboard. The AVHRR image
ice edge. was acquired some 13 hours after altimeter pass B. The

southward offset of the two ice floes with respect to the
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Fig. 7-18. (a) Geosat altimeter waveforms from April 13,1987, with a (b) near-coincident (within 1 hour) airborne SAR image of the East
Greenland Sea at 72° N. White lines on the image mark the approximate position of the 9-kmn-wide range-window-limited footprint. Cc)
Measures of peak power, a°(0), average power, AGC, and waveform shape, VATIT, are plotted. Along-track registration of SAR image
and altimeter data is estimated to be within 2 km [Fetterer et al., 19911.

signal in the altimetry can be attributed to motion in the 7.4.4.4. Midwinter image of the Kara Sea. Figure 7-20(cC
East Greenland current. shows three altimeter tracks overlaid on an AVHRR chan-

A similar ocean-like signal is observed over the fast ice, nel 4 image of the Kara Sea acquired on February 21, 1986.
with a sharp decrease in echo strength at the fast ice Waveform echo data are not available for this period and
boundary followed by a slight step increase in echo strength therefore the AGC values are displayed. In this thermal
further into the coast. Again this is due to the altimeter image, darker areas indicate higher surface temperatures
observing only a homogeneous rough ice surface. The and therefore thinner ice. To the right of the island Novaya
delineat~on of two zones within the fast ice suggests that the Zemlya an area of relatively new ice has formed. On the far
altimeter is discriminating between an inner zone of fastice right-hand side of the image a further large frozen lead,
that has sutrvied the winter intact, and an outer, rougher some 20 km across, is observed close to the continental land
zone that has been broken up at some time by a winter mass. For this image, echo strength shows a strong corre-
storm. (Similar zonation in the returns from fast ice is lation with ice age. New, smooth ice produces stronger
apparent in Figure 7-18). returns than older, rougher ice. This phenomenon is ex-

actly what would be expected when considering normal
incidence radar backscatter over surfaces with varying
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temperatures recorded by the SSM/I for the day and loca-
tion of each altimeter data point are appended to the Geosat4• Geophysical Data Record (GDR). The spatial coincidence is

a Itherefore within 25 km (the gridded resolution of daily
I average SSM/I brightness temperatures) and the temporal

a.- coincidence within one day. The merged data set can then
GT be used to directly compare the ice extent mapped by the-• SIGPK PSIG TD]

cr two sensors. The S SM/I data are processed using the NASA
Team algorithm. The algorithm used for detecting the ice
edge in the Geosat data record uses the standard deviation
of the 10 surface height values recorded in the GDR over

1 second. Over sea ice, the disruption of the tracker (de-
scribed in Section 7.2) results in a significant increase in the

Delay Time standard deviation of the height measurement [Laxon,

Fig. 7-19. Waveform parameters SIGPKand SIGTD are measures 1990]. Other algorithms have used the rise in AGC and the
of the peak power in a waveform and of the peakiness, or rate of drop in SWH to detect the ice edge and the penetration of
backscatter fall-off with incidence angle, in the waveform. SIGTD swell in the MIZ [Rapley, 19841 and the rise in the ratio of
is calculated by taking the difference in average power between AGC to VATT that occurs as the edge is crossed [Hawkins
eight early and eight late range gates. and Lybanon, 19891.

Figure 7-21 shows a series of altimeter tracks for
degrees of roughness. The highest echo strengths are August 3, 1987 overlaid on a polarization difference image
observed over the narrow lead, which is slightly darker generated from the 85 GHz channel. Although the 85 GHz
than the ice just east of Novaya Zemlya. Within the older channel suffers from some weather )ntamination, the ice
ice some cracks are observed to correlate with individual cover is reasonably visible. A data 1 - nt is plotted in white
peaks in the altimeter AGC value. In some cases peaks are where both sensors indicate that ice is present. Where only
observed in AGC that do not correiate with any cracks the altimeter indicates ice the data point is plotted in red.
visible in the imagery. Smooth ice or open water not Where only the SSM/I indicates sea ice is present the data
resolved in AVHRR imagery are believed responsible for point is plotted in green. If neither sensor indicates that ice
these peaks. These observations demonstrate the sensitiv- is present, a blue data point is plotted. Both sensors show
ity of altimeter data to areas of thin ice and leads. The an ocean signal in most areas away from the ice boundary,
mapping of leads has great importance to sea ice research, with theexception ofsome green points northofScandinavia
as leads modify ocean-atmosphere heat transfer in the high where the SSM/I incorrectly identifies some areas as being
Arctic. ice covered. It is well known that the SSM/I maps some

areas of open water as ice due to weather effects. In the
7.4.4.5. Midwinter image of the Chukchi Sea. Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, various areas ofbothgreen and

Figure 7-20(d) shows three altimeter tracks overlaid on an red points are observed. The red points appear to lie near
AVHRR channel 4 image of the Chukchi Sea acquired on the ice boundary, while the green points occur within the
March 14, 1988. All three tracks show numerous peaks in pack (in one case over what might be an area ofopen water).
the echo strength, especially near coasts and islands. Here, Small areas of red points are also observed in the Kara and
leads are most likely to occur when winds blow older ice Greenland Seas. These may delineate ice cover below the
away from the coast, allowing new ice to form. Judging by lowest concentration detectable using SSM/I.
highSIGPK and SIGTD values, a large area of new ice may In order to look at the Geosat altimeter and SSM/I
be north of Wrangel Island, although this is difficult to differences on a larger scale, two 17-day merged data
observe in the imagery. This again shows the usefulness of sets were compiled, one during midwinter and one
altimetry as an adjunct to visible or infrared imagery. during midsummer for both hemispheres. The data plots

produced from these data sets do not show any points where
7.4.4.6. Altimetry coincident with passive microwave both instruments indicate no ice to be present. This is to

imagery. Satellite passive microwave data has been widely permit clearer delineation of areas of disagreements. Fig-
used for mapping global sea ice cover. Satellite altimetry ure 7-22(a) shows data for August 1987 in the Northern
provides the only practical alternative means for global Hemisphere. The amount of ice cover below 72' N (the
synoptic monitoring of sea ice extent. The merging and northern limit of coverage) is limited, but significant clus-
comparison of data from these two sensors is therefore an ters of red points are observed in the Greenland, Beaufort,
obvious means to improve understanding of both [Laxon Barents, and Kara Seas. At lower latitudes, such as around
and Askne, 1991]. the British Isles, a large number of green data points

In the following analysis we examine data from a merged illustrate the problem of weather effects in the SSMII data.
product produced using data from the Geosat altimeter and Figure 7-22(b) shows the corresponding image for February
the SSM/I flown on board the Defense Meteorological Sat- 1988. During maximum extent there is much better agree-
ellite Program (DMSP) satellite series. The five brightness ment overall between the altimeter and the SSM/I. The few
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Fig. 7-20. (a) An AVHIRR visible image of the Greenland Sea, with altimeter waveform parameters overlaid along the Geosat altimeter
track (Scoresby Sound is near the center of the image); (b) as in (a), but with a less compact ice edge; (c) infrared band image of the Kara
Sea, with Geosat AGC values plotted every 0.1 s along the nadir track; and (d) infrared band image of the Chukchi Sea, with waveform
parameters.

exceptions are in the Chukchi Sea, around 165' E, and in gre-n and red points. Since the altimeter samples the ice
the Greenland Sea, where some green points are observed, edge at random points during the 17-day period, the fact
These points may be attributable to areas of fast ice and that the areas of disagreement are geographically corre-
vast floes which, as seen in the comparisons with AVHRR lated strongly suggests some geophysical cause. Red points
data, result in an altimeter signal that is difficult to distin- in particular are observed mainly in the Weddell and Ross
guish from open water. Seas, with green points occurring in the Bellingshausen

Figure 7-22(c) shows the Southern Hemisphere during Sea and along the eastern coast of the Antarctic continent.
February 1988. There is a clear geographic zonation of The cause of tbis discrepancy is not understood, but the
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theoretically inverse relatioo-hip between the 1inte:,r:'1 nI

Waveforln pow .er and ice concentratrimi borne, out iii flea,-
surements . Chase and tlolver [! 990l iperfibr a sophit
cated analysis of wavelh-rn shape. and empirically link
shape to different ice types and concenltraition,. (Othi.r
algorithms use paramete rs that a re mort, disnt
derived from waveibrrn power and shape. For :,esancc.
SWtt has been used to measure swell penetration of' the
.MIZ, and AGC has been used to mark th, ice edge se
Section 7.4.4. While AGC and SW\H can he procese•.d
quickly and are more readily available than the waveforNms
themselves, they are the result ofa veraging waveforms and
therefore have disadvantages. Yet another approach is to
link variability in waveform parameters with ice conditions.
Variability in waveform power aids in the delineation of'
zones in Figure 7-18, while the standard deviation of the
height measuromentis used in Section 744 to locate the ice
edge.

With the exception of ice edge, it has not been demon-
strated that any ice parameter can be reliably retrieved

Fig. 7-21. An August 3, 1987, SSM/1 85-GHz polarization differ- from altimetry on more than a case study basis. Theence image.-
research reported here strongly indicates that this will
change. The best hope for progress in this direction may lie

implications for ice edge mapping are significant, since the in seeking an empirical connection between waveform pa-
altimeter is routinely identifying an ice edge nearly 100 km rameters and ice conditions using global satellite data set s.
outside that identified by SSM/I in some areas. The green
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